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Executive Summary 
 
There are clear signs the nation is under-investing in the backbone energy infrastructure, 
particularly the baseload power generation fleet.  Ignoring the advanced age of its vital 
nuclear and coal components, we have been building only a trickle of new state-of-the-art 
baseload plants.  If the nation does not resume prudently modernizing the baseload fleet 
soon, the timely retirement of the oldest nuclear and coal plants will be impractical.   
 
Only 44 baseload plants are currently under construction in the continental U.S.  If all 44 
projects are completed, which is hardly certain, they would add no more than 24,000 
megawatts of baseload generating capacity.  At this rate, the baseload fleet would not be 
modernized for some 68 years, not until the year 2079.  This rate is actually more 
alarming when other factors are taken into account, like demand growth for power, 
expiring licenses of the oldest nuclear plants and air emissions of the oldest coal plants.  
Consistent with this trend, only 18 baseload plants were completed during the January 
2010 – February 2011 period adding just 13,000 megawatts.   
 
It is also troubling that in 15 of the 49 continental U.S. states and the District of 
Columbia, no baseload plants have been completed since January 2010 nor are any under 
construction.  Texas and North Carolina alone account for one-quarter of all the new 
capacity. 
 
This disturbing situation is unsurprising since a proposal to construct a baseload plant 
must typically navigate multiple regulatory processes, each of which can be leveraged by 
opponents to run up the development time, costs and risks and sully the reputation of the 
proposing utility or energy company.  The regulatory culture of many states makes it all 
too easy for intractable opponents to mire and string out a process as regulators strive for 
consensus and shun decisions that would outrage opponents.   
 
Fortunately, the problem is eminently fixable.  The “culture of inaction” is generally not 
embedded in regulatory law, having only evolved as a norm in regulation since the 
divisive nuclear prudence cases of the 1980’s in many but not all states.  States can make 
their regulatory proceedings fact-based and timely, as they were until the 1980’s and as 
they are today in states like Texas and North Carolina, enabling prudent baseload 
modernization.   
 
States with the best practices in regulating baseload modernization balance the needs of 
opponents and utilities and energy companies.  Regulators are empowered to act 
definitively on proposals confident that fulfilling their responsibilities will be civilly 
accepted by proposing companies and opponents alike regardless of which way the 
decision goes.  Other best practices can be decisive in attracting energy investment to 
states like Texas and North Carolina, the most important of which is a political and 
regulatory leadership with a strong appreciation for the need to prudently modernize the 
baseload fleet and an even perspective about utility rates.  
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Foreword 
 
 
This is the second Research Report published by Build Energy America.  The first report 
focused on the enormous job creation potential of greater investment in the backbone 
energy infrastructure.  This second report focuses on how some states are out-competing 
others in attracting investment in a cornerstone of our backbone infrastructure, the 
baseload power plant fleet.  Future reports will address: additional benefits of energy 
investment; the costs of approving but also disapproving proposals to build power plants, 
transmission and pipelines and upgrade local power and natural gas grids; and regulatory 
policies that can ensure the backbone infrastructure is prudently modernized and 
expanded. 
 
The principal author of this report is Steve Mitnick, president of Build Energy America.  
Mr. Mitnick has served as chief energy adviser to the Governor of New York, chief 
executive officer of a power transmission firm, senior adviser in energy at McKinsey & 
Co., and partner in energy at Marsh & McLennan’s management consultancy.  He has 
submitted testimony as an expert witness to the utility regulators of six states, the District 
of Columbia, a Canadian province and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.  
Earlier in his career, he taught economics and statistics as a member of the Georgetown 
University faculty. 
 
The three-month study leading up to this report included extensive analysis of current and 
recently completed baseload plant construction projects as tracked and reported by SNL 
Energy.  SNL provides news, data and analysis related to the financial institutions, real 
estate, energy and media and communications sectors.  See www.SNL.com.  SNL has no 
responsibility for the analysis or other parts of this report for which the responsibility is 
solely that of Build Energy America. 
  
The study also benefited from the contributions of six leading thinkers in utility and 
energy regulation: David Boonin, Ken Costello, Lillian Federico, Robert Gee, Dr. Glenn 
George and Rob Schain.  Their contributions are clearly identified herein.  They, as well, 
have no responsibility for any other parts of this report for which the responsibility is 
solely that of Build Energy America. 
 
This report is dedicated to the memory of the late Edwin R. (Tony) Anthony.  Tony was a 
giant of the electricity industry.  He consistently inspired the many hundreds in the 
industry who had the pleasure of working with him. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 
 
 
We are seldom reminded that the nuclear, coal and natural gas combined cycle baseload 
power plant fleet is one of the nation’s most vitally important elements of its 
infrastructure.  It is a stirring fact that about a thousand baseload plants manned around 
the clock by about a quarter million Americans produce some 80% of all the electricity 
that powers our economy and society.  (Most of the remainder comes from hydroelectric 
dams erected in the early and mid-20th century and so-called mid-merit and peaking 
natural gas single cycle generating units.)   
 
For all the talk about the country’s dependence on imports from overseas, it is inspiring 
that the baseload fleet is fueled almost exclusively by resources produced here at home 
with some of the natural gas piped in from our northern neighbor Canada.  The 
abundance with which North America is blessed, combined with the marvel of the 
baseload fleet, has ensured ample low cost electricity for a hundred years, a key 
competitive advantage coveted by other developed and developing nations. 
 
As impressive as this baseload fleet is, that prior generations bequeathed to us, a clarion 
call is needed to signal the time is short to modernize the fleet.  Many hundreds of 
baseload plants, among the most valuable power plants ever erected, will be retired in the 
next quarter century.  The two workhorses of the baseload fleet, the nuclear and coal 
components, are irreplaceable but nonetheless must be modernized by a building boom of 
new state-of-the-art nuclear, coal and natural gas combined cycle plants.    
 
Yet, the nation is doing the opposite, thus far neglectful of the imperative to modernize 
the baseload fleet.  The rate of baseload construction presently can only be described as 
pathetic when compared to the needed pace. 
 
This situation is serious but there is still some time to turn it around.  Political leaders in 
the many states that have effectively frozen baseload modernization have the ability to 
incite a pro-investment culture change among their regulators.  Emulating the best 
practices states like Texas and North Carolina, many states can resume baseload 
modernization and in so doing enjoy the associated benefits: job creation, economic 
development, added tax revenues, controllable reliable electricity supply and moderate 
utility bills long-term.  
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“As impressive as this baseload fleet is, that prior generations bequeathed to us,  
a clarion call is needed to signal the time is short to modernize the fleet.   

Many hundreds of baseload plants, among the most valuable power plants ever erected, 
will be retired in the next quarter century.  The two workhorses of the baseload fleet,  

the nuclear and coal components, are irreplaceable but nonetheless must be modernized 
by a building boom of new state-of-the-art nuclear, coal  

and natural gas combined cycle plants.” 
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Chapter II: Under-Investment in Baseload 
 
 
There are clear signs the nation is under-investing in the backbone energy infrastructure, 
particularly the baseload power plant fleet.  Ignoring the steady aging of the fleet’s vital 
nuclear and coal plant components, we have been building only a trickle of new state-of-
the-art baseload plants (second generation nuclear, conventional and advanced coal, and 
natural gas combined cycle).   
 
The average age of the baseload fleet’s nuclear component has been increasing a year per 
annum in the absence of any new construction.  The average age of the coal component 
has been increasing nearly a year per annum since so few coal plants are being built. 
 
Each year the situation worsens and future options that might be attractive narrow.  If the 
nation does not resume prudently modernizing the baseload fleet soon, the timely 
retirement of the oldest nuclear and coal plants over the coming quarter century will 
become extremely expensive or  impractical.     
 
 
Analysis of Baseload Plants Under Construction 
 
Build Energy America closely analyzed data available from SNL Energy, supplemented 
by data from the Energy Information Administration (U.S. Department of Energy) on 
construction of baseload power plants.  The analysis revealed trends that should worry 
any energy policymaker.   
 
Only 44 baseload plants are currently under construction in the continental U.S.  If all 44 
projects are completed, which is hardly certain, the projects would add no more than 
24,000 megawatts of baseload generating capacity. To put into perspective how sluggish 
this level of construction is, total continental U.S. baseload generating capacity is 
presently about 650,000 megawatts.  At this rate of construction, the baseload fleet would 
not be modernized for some 68 years, not until the year 2079.   
 
This rate of modernizing the baseload fleet is actually more alarming when other factors 
are taken into account like demand growth for power, expiring licenses of the oldest 
nuclear plants and air emissions of the oldest coal plants.  Consider for instance the 
simple factor of how we define baseload in this report.  Baseload plants are strictly 
defined herein as inclusive of nuclear, coal (conventional and advanced) and natural gas 
combined cycle plants.  Entirely excluded are natural gas and oil single cycle steam 
boilers as they generally incorporate older technology and have well below average 
capacity utilization.  If we did not assume that these low-utilization steam boilers will be 
retired without being replaced at all by any new plants, the baseload modernization rate 
would look worse.   
 
The above modernization rate also assumes all the baseload plants under construction 
will actually be completed and come on-line over the next two-and-a-half years.  The 
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situation would look worse if any of the plants under construction are not completed or if 
any are eventually completed but more than two-and-a-half years from now; a distinct 
possibility.   
 
For example, we have included in the 44 plants under construction the Watts Bar 2 
reactivation project of the Tennessee Valley Authority that is scheduled to be completed 
by March 2013; less than two years from today.  It is entirely possible that this project to 
add nearly 1,200 megawatts of nuclear baseload capacity will not be completed within 
the next two-and-a-half years.  If just this one project is excluded from the list of plants 
under construction, the modernization rate goes from 68 years to 71 years meaning 
modernization would not be completed until the year 2082. 
 
The analysis further overstates the baseload modernization rate because it neglects the 
need for growth in the baseload fleet to keep up with growing demand for electricity from 
an increasing population and more consumer applications such as electric cars.   
Additionally, the present baseload fleet is already old, the coal component especially, and 
the nuclear component has a bounded service life as licensed by nuclear regulators. 
 
According to the Energy Information Administration, approximately one-third of the 
heavily-utilized nuclear component of the baseload fleet will be retired between 2029 and 
2035 if retirement takes place after 60 years of operation.  This wave of retirement starts 
just 18 years from now.   
 
Indeed, only six of the 104 presently-operating nuclear plants will be less than 60 years 
old in the year 2047.  The nuclear component of the baseload fleet generates about one-
fifth of the nation’s electricity.  This will be a huge hole to fill, let alone at our current 
rate of baseload construction. 
 
Still more distressing, the baseload modernization rate would look worse if the need to 
eventually lessen the carbon footprint of the baseload fleet is considered.  The coal 
component of the fleet generates well over two-fifths of the nation’s electricity all by 
itself even as natural gas combined cycle plants have become more economic and 
increasingly utilized.   
 
Between the nuclear component and coal component, they produce together nearly two-
thirds of our electricity.  Unquestionably, the pace of baseload construction must greatly 
accelerate.        
 
It is particularly remarkable that regulated utilities are currently constructing only 17 
baseload plants that will bring on-line only around 12,000 megawatts of capacity.  
Clearly, there is something amiss in utility regulation and the regulatory incentives in 
place to encourage sufficient replacement and modernization of the baseload fleet. 
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Analysis of Baseload Plants Recently Completed 
 
Consistent with this trend, only 18 baseload plants were completed during the January 
2010 – February 2011 period adding just 13,000 megawatts.  This rate is roughly 
consistent with the above analysis of baseload under construction. 
 
The coal component of the baseload fleet added 11 plants in 2010; a very unusual spike 
unlikely to be duplicated for the foreseeable future.  The completion of this many coal 
plants, bringing on-line 6,700 megawatts of baseload generating capacity, has not 
occurred for a quarter century going back to the mid-1980’s.   
 
The last decade, prior to 2010, saw a total for all 10 years of about 8,200 megawatts come 
on-line, of which approximately 3,300 megawatts or 40% were completed in 2009.  The 
spike in 2010 and 2009 to a lesser extent may have been a result of anticipating national 
climate change legislation that would make it more difficult to build coal plants after a 
law is enacted.    
 
The National Energy Technology Laboratory of the U.S. Department of Energy forecasts 
that we will not see anywhere near this number of coal plants completed through the year 
2035.  Indeed it sees a virtual shutdown in coal construction in the next two years with 
very few projects under construction (12 projects, 7,600 MW), near construction (1 
project, 300 MW), or even in the permitting stage (8 projects, 6,400 MW).  Notably, of 
these 21 projects that are progressing to some extent, 15 of them plan to employ the 
advanced coal technologies of pulverized coal supercritical, integrated gasification 
combined cycle, and circulating fluidized bed.  
 
Looking further back in time, little coal capacity has come on-line during the last 25 
years, since the coal plant boom of 1967 – 1985.  The newest coal plants in the baseload 
fleet date mainly from this 1967 – 1985 boom period, making the newest plants 26 – 44 
years old already. 
 
In contrast, according to the National Energy Technology Laboratory, China completed 
about 54,000 megawatts of coal baseload capacity in 2010, almost eight times that in the 
U.S.  The 2009 numbers are even more startling.  In 2009, China completed about 63,000 
megawatts of coal capacity, some 21 times that of the U.S.  In the four prior years of 
2005 through 2008, China completed about 269,000 megawatts of coal capacity, an 
average of over 67,000 MW per annum.  The U.S. has never in its history completed as 
much as 17,000 megawatts of coal capacity in a year! 
 
China plans to complete another 270,000 megawatts of coal capacity by 2016.  The 
American public should understand the magnitude and implications of this astonishing 
rush in building coal capacity in China, entirely unprecedented in human history.  The 
total capacity of the new coal plants in China during the 12-year period of 2005 – 2016, 
while at the same time that world leaders have so focused on the challenge of global 
climate change, is approximately 656,000 megawatts.  Just counting these new coal 
additions in China since 2005, i.e., excluding the very many built through 2004, the new 
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Chinese plants will have more than twice the total capacity of all the existing coal plants 
in the U.S.!   
 
This is why it is often observed that even if the U.S. took the extreme draconian action of 
shuttering all its coal plants, and then never again built even one more coal plant, the 
effect on global emissions of carbon dioxide would be modest relative to the surge in 
emissions coming from China.  Put another way, while opponents to coal projects in the 
U.S. furiously fight, let’s say, a proposal to build a single 500 megawatt plant, an 
equivalent amount of coal capacity and source of carbon dioxide emissions is being 
brought on-line in China every three or four days! 
 
Of course, there has been a shutdown in nuclear construction for decades.  The last 
nuclear baseload plant (Watts Bar 1) was completed by the Tennessee Valley Authority, 
an entity of the U.S. government, over 15 years ago in early 1996.  Only one other plant 
has been completed in the last 21 years since 1990; that one was brought on-line in mid 
1993.   
 
The Tennessee Valley Authority has resumed construction at a long-suspended project 
and may complete this plant (the Watts Bar 2 reactivation project) in the next couple of 
years.  And the Southern Company could commence construction to build the first of the 
second generation nuclear plants (Vogtle 3 and 4).  The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission must grant its approval, which could occur as soon as late 2011.   
 
Watts Bar 2 and Vogtle 3 and 4 would mean the addition of three nuclear plants by the 
end of this decade.  However, four plants are threatened with early retirement by the end 
of the decade.  Exelon has slated Oyster Creek, the oldest of the 104 operating reactors in 
the U.S., for retirement by the decade’s end.  The states of Vermont and New York are 
endeavoring to force the retirement in the next few years of Vermont Yankee and Indian 
Point 2 and 3. 
 
Though there is a risk the situation could considerably worsen.  At the just-held 2011 
Energy Information Administration’s Energy Conference, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology professor and energy expert Ernest Moniz said, with respect to the impacts of 
the Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear crisis: “The life extension of existing plants, I would say, 
despite statements by the NRC to date, clearly will get more scrutiny.  [If that additional 
scrutiny leads to substantially fewer extensions,] we’ve got tens of thousands of 
megawatts to worry about.”   
 
At this rate, even if the Nuclear Regulatory Commission approves all the life extension 
proposals that come before it, the nuclear component of the nation’s baseload fleet will 
be roughly the same size in the year 2021, when the retirement dates of almost all the 
operating plants will be fast-approaching.  Four plants, Dresden 2, Ginna, Nine Mile 
Point 1 and Point Beach 1, are around the same age as Oyster Creek.  Their 60th birthday 
would be, at that point in 2021, just nine years away.  So unless a number of second 
generation nuclear plants come on-line in the 2020’s, the nuclear component of the 
baseload fleet will begin to shrink. 
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Modernization of the coal component of the baseload fleet is screeching to a halt and 
with retirements of many older plants looming amidst tougher environmental regulation, 
the coal component may actually shrink.  The nuclear component may also shrink as we 
have seen.  The consequence is that the third component of the fleet, natural gas 
combined cycle plants, will be forced to take on a much more extensive role.   
 
Not so long ago, natural gas combined cycle plants were not universally recognized as 
baseload.  Then, the game-changing technological innovation of horizontal drilling 
created an extraordinary abundance of natural gas for the U.S. from the Marcellus and 
other shale formations deep below ground.   
 
Natural gas prices are now broadly predicted to be relatively low and only moderately 
volatile.  Since the economics of natural gas combined cycle plants are so much a 
function of natural gas prices, these plants have been transformed from their limited 
intermediate role to a baseload responsibility. 
 
Yet, construction of natural gas combined cycle plants slowed after 2004 and has been at 
a minimal pace for the last five years.  The National Energy Technology Laboratory 
predicts this minimal pace of construction, about 5,000 megawatts of new capacity per 
annum, will continue for the next few years given the small number of combined cycle 
projects that are under construction, near construction and in the permitting phase.   
 
How minimal this pace of construction is can be illustrated by imagining that this pace 
continues for an extended period of time into the future.  Suppose 5,000 megawatts of 
combined cycle capacity is brought on-line in the U.S. each year for the 40-year life of 
such plants.  Over the course of the 40 years, 200,000 megawatts of new combined cycle 
capacity would be able to take the place of 200,000 megawatts reaching their retirement 
dates.  There would be no provision for handling added responsibilities, such as 
producing electricity for a growing nation or taking up the slack if/as the coal and nuclear 
components of the baseload fleet eventually lessen their total production. 
 
Indeed, the pace of bringing on-line 200,000 megawatts of combined cycle capacity over 
the course of 40 years would not even replenish the current combined cycle component of 
the baseload fleet.  At present, the U.S. has combined cycle capacity of about 226,000 
megawatts. 
 
The current coal and nuclear components of the baseload fleet, its workhorses that 
produce nearly two-thirds of all the nation’s electricity, have generating capacities of 
323,000 megawatts and 103,000 megawatts respectively, for a total of 426,000 MW.  
With the natural gas combined cycle component of the baseload fleet thrown in, total 
U.S. baseload capacity at present is 652,000 megawatts.  It should be obvious that if very 
few coal and nuclear plants are built, and if only 5,000 megawatts of natural gas 
combined cycle plants are built per annum, the U.S. baseload fleet is destined to shrink 
significantly in size and production of electricity for the American people.  
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“The current coal and nuclear components of the baseload fleet, its workhorses  

that produce nearly two-thirds of all the nation’s electricity, have generating capacities 
of 323,000 megawatts and 103,000 megawatts respectively…   

With the natural gas combined cycle component of the baseload fleet thrown in,  
total U.S. baseload capacity at present is 652,000 megawatts.   

It should be obvious that if very few coal and nuclear plants are built,  
and if only 5,000 megawatts of natural gas combined cycle plants are built per annum, 

the U.S. baseload fleet is destined to shrink significantly in size  
and production of electricity for the American people.” 
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Wind, Solar, etc. 
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Danger of U.S. Electricity Supply Being Less Baseload 
 
It may seem inevitable that the baseload fleet, which has been producing around 80% of 
all the nation’s electricity, will gradually diminish in importance as non-baseload sources 
of electricity take a larger share.  Is this reversal between the roles of baseload and non-
baseload inevitable?  Is it desirable for the country? 
 
The nuclear, coal and natural gas combined cycle baseload fleet performs the heavy 
lifting to supply the country with electricity.  Only about one-fifth of all the nation’s 
electricity comes from other sources, which many in the public and media might find 
surprising.  Many outside the energy sector may not be aware that when you add up the 
output of every hydroelectric dam, wind farm, solar farm, geothermal, biomass, wood, oil 
power plant, natural gas single cycle plant, peaking generator and turbine, and also onsite 
power generation by businesses and institutions, the total is just one-fifth of all U.S. 
supply. 
 
It might also come as a surprise that while the development of renewable generating 
capacity has been booming in recent years spurred on by strong state mandates, i.e., 
renewable portfolio standards, and large U.S. government financial incentives, wind and 
solar farms supply just over one-fiftieth of the nation’s electricity in total.  Wind and 
solar farms have many excellent qualities as energy sources but for every one megawatt 
constructed, they produce about a third of the electricity of a MW of a nuclear, coal and 
natural gas combined cycle baseload plant.  Wind and sunlight are intermittent and 
uncontrollable whilst baseload plants can be run at full capacity around the clock as 
desired. 
 
Technological developments are enabling renewable generating capacity to be 
constructed less expensively though they remain quite costly to install.  However, 
technological developments are transforming baseload as well.  The greatest impact is 
coming from the innovations in natural gas production that has driven down the cost and 
price volatility of this clean fuel.  The natural gas component of the baseload fleet with 
these innovations now has impressive economic, technical and environmental efficiency.  
Technology improvements are also making new nuclear and coal plants more efficient, 
cleaner and safer. 
 
Some relish that U.S. electricity supply could become less baseload and more non-
baseload.  They would consign the country to a supply mix that is more expensive and 
less controllable and reliable. 
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Top States and Those Neglecting Their Needs  
 
It is also troubling that in 15 of the 49 continental U.S. states and the District of 
Columbia, no baseload plants have been completed since January 2010 nor are any under 
construction.  Texas and North Carolina alone account for one-quarter of all the new 
baseload capacity.  Since most of Texas is on a separate power grid from the rest of the 
continental U.S., even if it develops an excess of baseload capacity, Texas will not be 
able to export low-cost electricity to other states falling short. 
 
No baseload plants have been completed since January 2010 or are under construction in 
five states of New England, in Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and 
Vermont.  There has also been no baseload activity in the mid-Atlantic in Maryland, 
Delaware and the District of Columbia; in the upper Midwest in Michigan and 
Minnesota; and in the Pacific Northwest in Oregon and Washington.  Four other states 
with no baseload activity are Iowa, Kansas, New Mexico and South Carolina.  
Additionally, Pennsylvania has had virtually no activity.      
 
None of the 21 of the baseload projects that are progressing that would use coal as a fuel 
are located in the swath of states from Michigan and Ohio through to the East Coast.  
Only four small coal projects that are progressing are located in the entire western U.S. 
from Missouri, Iowa and Minnesota through to the West Coast.  Most of the progressing 
coal projects are in the southeastern U.S. including Texas.  
 
In the many states with no or virtually no baseload activity, the average age of the 
baseload fleet ages by a year per annum.  If these states go for 10 years without 
completing a single baseload plant, which is hardly inconceivable, their baseload fleets 
will age by 10 years. 
 
The New York Independent System Operator recently wrote: “The expected adequacy of 
New York’s power resources over the next decade does not diminish the need to address 
aging generation and transmission infrastructure.  As of the close of 2010, 60 percent of 
New York State’s power plant capacity was put into service before 1980.”  This aging 
capacity supplies the overwhelming majority of the state’s electricity. 
 
A few states have been standing against the hallowing of the nation’s baseload fleet.  
Aside from Texas and North Carolina, baseload construction activity is vibrant in several 
southeastern states including Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, 
Mississippi, and Tennessee.  Six other states attracting baseload investment are Missouri, 
Nebraska, Nevada, North Dakota, West Virginia and Wyoming. 
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Q&A With Regulatory Thought Leader Ken Costello 

 
How do state utility regulators consider whether utilities are under-investing in energy infrastructure? 

 Regulators hear much from industry about the need to invest substantial amounts of money over the next decade 
or two.  Some regulators probably believe that some of these requests are overstated.  They might think there is 
an Averch-Johnson Effect where utilities want to inflate their rate bases to increase profits.    

 If reliability or safety problems emerge, regulators will more definitely believe that utilities are under-investing.   
Regulators tend to think that an underinvestment situation exists only when such problems arise.  In other 
words, regulators would tend to take a reactive role rather than a proactive one.   

 Additionally, regulators might believe that utilities need to invest in substantial amounts over the next several 
years but that customers can’t afford to pay for them.  Utilities might do well to prioritize energy projects and 
consider them sequentially.  They might also consider making large investments without the presence of rate 
shock in the short term.   

 In some ways, the current situation is similar to the environment in starting in the late 1960s and early 1970s 
when electric utilities had to make substantial investments that would cause utilities’ average cost to rise.  
Regulators did adopt new ratemaking mechanisms like construction work in progress in rate base, future test 
years, interim rate increases, and rate phase-ins.  Regulators may do the same in the future.  

                

How do regulators consider goals of utility regulation other than minimizing customer rates? 

 Regulators consider reliability and safety to be more important then rates.  They also regard the utilities’ 
financial condition as a core factor in their decisions.  Some commissions also regard social objectives like a 
clean environment, energy affordability to low-income households, energy efficiency, economic development 
and a diversified electric generation portfolio as important if not primary regulatory goals.   

 Regulators do not like rates to go too high or beyond some inflection point that would cause a backlash by 
consumers, legislatures and others.  Regulators vary as to the trade-offs they are willing to make among 
different goals.  Some regulators might place more emphasis on keeping rates down than other regulators do.  
The latter regulators might be willing to have somewhat higher rates to achieve more energy efficiency and 
renewable energy.   

 As a political entity, regulatory agencies tend to be myopic in their decision-making.  If an investment has 
upfront costs and benefits spread over several years, regulators might disfavor it relative to an investment that 
has less immediate costs or benefits of a more short-term nature.  They may feel this way even though the 
former investment is more attractive from a net present value basis.           

 

What concerns regulators most about major energy infrastructure investment?  

One major concern is risk allocation: regulators do not like to see customers shouldering all the risks of an 
investment such as a new technology that has high upfront costs but uncertain benefits.  For this reason, most 
regulators oppose strict pre-approval of both an investment and its associated costs.   

A second concern is the effect of a new investment on rates, especially if rates go up dramatically.  For large 
investments, regulators might have concern over cost overruns, which they will have to determine the extent to 
which customers pay for them versus utility shareholders.  Regulators are under intense pressure from the 
utilities to adopt cost-recovery mechanisms that shift risks to customers.  They don’t want to put utilities in 
financial jeopardy but, at the same time, they don’t want customers to shoulder all the risks.  Regulators are also 
concerned that putting excessive risk on customers is not only unfair but also can create bad incentives for 
utilities.   

Some regulators think that regulatory lag is a major source of incentive for utilities to keep their costs down.  
(Utilities, on the other hand, think that regulatory lag has an adverse effect on their ability to raise large sums of 
money for new investments and to remain in good financial condition.)  Regulators have generally been 
favorable toward cost trackers and other ratemaking mechanisms that allow utilities to recover investment costs 
outside of a rate case.  These decisions indicate regulators’ recognition that traditional ratemaking might no 
longer be acceptable in certain circumstances. 
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Q&A With Regulatory Thought Leader Ken Costello (Continued) 
 

 

Some regulators think that regulatory lag is a major source of incentive for utilities to keep their costs 
down.  (Utilities, on the other hand, think that regulatory lag has an adverse effect on their ability to raise 
large sums of money for new investments and to remain in good financial condition.)  Regulators have 
generally been favorable toward cost trackers and other ratemaking mechanisms that allow utilities to 
recover investment costs outside of a rate case.  These decisions indicate regulators’ recognition that 
traditional ratemaking might no longer be acceptable in certain circumstances. 

         

Do regulators feel fortunate they can sidestep the responsibility for such decisions in states? 

They probably do.  One reason is that major rate cases and other highly publicized dockets are less 
likely.  The public can not then blame regulators for high rates.  If rates do go up, the blame would 
mostly fall on markets, rather than on the regulators.   

On the other hand, regulators would have less control over the rates that customers pay.  Some regulators 
might feel that rates can increase more and are more volatile in a deregulated environment.  They might 
also realize that customers and the general public will blame them for rising prices even when caused by 
market forces.     

 

Further thoughts? 

 Utilities and Wall Street tend to frame the issue as:  How can regulators assure utilities timely cost 
recovery of, and a reasonable rate of return on, required new capital projects?  The key words here are 
required new capital projects, timely cost recovery, and reasonable rate of return.  Regulators tend to 
look at this issue somewhat differently:  How can regulators allow utilities to recover prudent costs for, 
as well as the opportunity to earn a reasonable rate of return on, new approved capital projects?  The 
emphasis here is on: new approved capital projects, prudent costs, and opportunity to earn a reasonable 
rate of return.  In comparison with utilities, regulators place more emphasis on making sure that new 
capital projects are socially desirable, the costs expended are prudent and that the utility’s rate of return 
is no guarantee.    

 If utilities place the same emphasis on these three factors, in my opinion they will find a more favorable 
reaction to their request for new investments.  Utilities should not expect regulators to give them a 
“blank check” for their new investments.  They need to recognize that regulators must serve the general 
public, which means that utilities must compromise their interests to get the regulators’ approval.  The 
utilities must decide what they are willing to give up.   

   
Contributed by Ken Costello.  Mr. Costello is Principal, Natural Gas Research and Policy, of the 
National Regulatory Research Institute though he has been a thought leader in both electric and gas 
utility regulation in his career.  He has served as a senior economist at the Illinois Commerce 
Commission, analyst at the utility Commonwealth Edison (now part of Exelon) and economist at 
Argonne National Laboratory.  He can be contacted at kcostello@nrri.org.  
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Chapter III: Regulatory “Culture of Inaction” 
 
 
This disturbing under-investment in the nation’s baseload power plant fleet is 
unsurprising.  In too many states, the regulatory culture is known to be a difficult 
environment for backbone energy proposals of utilities and energy companies.  Thereby, 
few backbone proposals are tendered.  Those few that are chanced can meander for years 
without successfully collecting the full set of approvals and financial incentives necessary 
to commence construction.   
 
A state’s regulatory culture, whether biased towards inaction or towards action, is closely 
monitored and a potent signal to the energy sector and financial community about where 
to propose projects.  Some states with cultures biased towards inaction have effectively 
closed themselves off from baseload power development.  Their baseload fleets seem 
destined to remain stuck with mid-twentieth century technologies barring a turnaround in 
regulatory culture. 
 
 
Timing Advantage Favoring Opponents to Energy Proposals 
 
A proposal to construct a baseload plant must typically navigate multiple regulatory 
processes, each of which can be leveraged by opponents to run up the development time, 
costs and risks and sully the reputation of the proposing utility or energy company.  
Opponents have come to understand that utilities and energy companies eventually reach 
a breaking point in which they will relent and withdraw a proposal rather than bear more 
development time, costs, risks and reputation damage. 
 
Scott Hempling, the Executive Director of the National Regulatory Research Institute, the 
research organization of the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, 
has said: “The utility has reputational risk.  It does not enjoy raising rates – the headlines, 
the commission audits, the legislators’ castigations.”  
 
In many states, even some with so-called one-stop siting, a plant proposal must endure 
two or more statewide and local government processes.  Each can degenerate into an 
open-ended series of studies, public comment periods, rebuttals and demands for repeated 
and further procedural steps lest there be a “hasty rush to judgment” dictated by “artificial 
deadlines.”  
 
The regulatory culture of many states makes it all too easy for intractable opponents to 
mire and string out a process.  Opponents realize regulatory bodies will strive for a 
consensus among contesting parties as a top priority.  Hard decisions are then avoided, 
decisions that would provoke a frenzy of acrimony and negative publicity if at all 
favoring “development over people.”  Little wonder regulators are responsive to demands 
by determined irate opponents to tack on step after step to a process.   
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Rhetorical Advantage Favoring Opponents to Energy Proposals 
 
Opponents’ strident unsubstantiated allegations about an energy proposal’s warts are 
regularly left unanswered by proposing companies.  This is a huge advantage favoring the 
opposition to energy proposals.  Dramatic charges by opponents, such as how individual 
lives will be directly harmed if an energy proposal is allowed to go forward by regulators, 
command media coverage.  Proposing companies’ replies can seem tepid and dull in 
comparison.   
 
Utilities and energy companies naturally want to be perceived as civil and unafraid of 
unvarnished criticism.  Unlike companies in other sectors of the economy, the financial 
performance of utilities and energy companies heavily depends on how their proposals 
are received by the public, media and government.   They must husband their store of 
goodwill with care.  So necessarily utilities and energy companies are extraordinarily 
sensitive to the needs of their many engaged constituencies including their harshest 
critics.  
 
This is the advantage opponents to energy projects can and do exploit.  They know 
utilities and energy companies are restrained and not able to make a spirited 
straightforward rebuttal of even the most outrageous charges about their proposals. 
 
Political and regulatory leaders as well rarely call out the scattershot oftentimes aimed at 
energy proposals.  They must necessarily demonstrate their empathy with any public 
concerns. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
“No baseload plants have been completed since January 2010 or are under construction 

in five states of New England, in Maine, Massachusetts,  
New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Vermont.   

There has also been no baseload activity in the mid-Atlantic  
in Maryland, Delaware and the District of Columbia;  

in the upper Midwest in Michigan and Minnesota;  
and in the Pacific Northwest in Oregon and Washington.   

Four other states with no baseload activity are Iowa, Kansas, New Mexico  
and South Carolina.  Additionally, Pennsylvania has had virtually no activity.” 
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Q&A With Regulatory Thought Leaders Rob Schain and Lillian Federico 

 
 
What are the most important state regulatory policies and practices that encourage (and discourage) the 
construction of baseload power plants?  And how is rate case timing a key factor? 
 
Rob Schain: A fully regulated vertically integrated utility normally has a significant incentive in the form of asset 
growth to construct hard assets, including baseload generation.  Once the regulators determine that a facility is 
needed, the utility would invest funds in the project, and ultimately that investment would be included in rate 
base (assuming all expenditures are prudent) and earn a rate of return.  Additionally, the investment itself would 
be recovered through depreciation expense and all valid operating and maintenance expenses would be recovered 
through rates.  Shareholders would not be concerned with the vagaries of the competitive market, as the utility 
ratepayers would be required to pay their bill regardless of the supply and demand for power during the life of 
that utility asset.  
 
Rate case timing is certainly an important factor with regard to a utility's willingness to build.  If utility regulation 
does not allow a cash return on construction work in progress, and consistently employs historical test periods, a 
utility that is constructing a large facility will experience a degradation in cash flow during the construction and 
possibly in the early years of the plant's operation.  Reduced cash flow can negatively affect credit ratings, which 
can lead to a higher cost of capital and reduced stock prices.  In such situations, the utility may be more apt to 
purchase power through the wholesale market, and not deal with the financial ramifications of building 
generation assets in a less-than-constructive regulatory environment.  
 
On the other hand, in states that have competitive power pricing, where generation is no longer reflected in 
regulated rates, there is greater risk associated with plant ownership, given the variability in pricing that the 
plant's owner may face over the life of the unit.  In our view, this type of restructured environment may lead to 
lower reserve margins, as plant owners may not want to invest in new generation unless they can be sure that 
their facility's output can be sold throughout the life of that unit.  And, with the pricing variability that exists in 
the competitive market, there may be periods of time where the output of a particular plant cannot be sold at a 
price that at a minimum covers marginal cost. 
 
Lillian Federico: Regarding regulated frameworks, the key financial and regulatory factors impacting utilities’ 
decisions to build power plants are: regulatory lag (both the use of forward-looking versus historical test years as 
well as the amount of time it takes to complete a rate case); the ability (or lack thereof) to include construction 
work in progress in rate base for a cash return; whether there is some type of pre-approval process that limits 
hindsight prudence and/or excess capacity reviews (such as an integrated resource planning process, or specific 
plant-related statutes as in the Carolinas); and, whether or not there are expedited mechanisms available that 
allow for single-issue treatment for new generation facilities and/or provide an incentive or premium return on 
these investments (e.g., Virginia permits certain types of new generation facilities to be recognized in rates 
through a separate surcharge that is forward-looking, is adjusted annually and may include up to a 200-basis 
point equity return premium; Iowa may approve the regulatory framework that will apply to new generation prior 
to construction of a facility and may accord the asset a premium return on equity).  Of course, a key factor 
overlaying all of this is predictability and consistency in the way any of these policies are applied. 
 
Another issue that is addressed by regulatory bodies to varying degrees is plant siting.  Of course there are other 
government agencies (e.g., U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, as well as state and local siting authorities) 
that may have a more significant say than the state public utility commissions.  And, of course, public opinion in 
the state may also play a significant role.  Even if a regulatory body has constructive policies toward generation, a 
utility or energy company may shy away from construction of a facility if it believes that the public opposition 
may be too great. 
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Q&A With Regulatory Thought Leaders Rob Schain and Lillian Federico (Continued) 

 
With regard to states in which generation has been deregulated, only siting issues are within the purview of the 
regulators.  A company's decision to build will be dependent on factors outside the control of utility regulation, 
such as tax consequences and benefits, the overall economy of the area, the level of demand and pricing in that 
particular market, etc.  The only instance in which utility regulation may exert some influence is if the paradigm 
allows the incumbent utilities to own a portion of the generation used to provide standard offer service.  In this 
case, the traditional regulatory framework would apply, with an additional caveat.  Regulators would have to 
provide some type of guarantee that the cost of the plant would continue to be recoverable even if customer 
switching rises to a level where a portion of the plant is no longer "used and useful." 
 
How can and do states that have deregulated their power plant sector encourage the construction of plants if at 
all?  What about hybrid states with partial deregulation such as Texas, Ohio and California?  
 
Rob Schain: If states have the ability to encourage the construction of plants in a deregulated market, then in our 
view, the market is not fully deregulated.  In a competitive market, there is no way to encourage new investment 
through, for instance, an incentive rate of return (as the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission offers 
transmission projects).  If the market is truly competitive, but yet is establishing power prices (e.g., through 
auctions) that are not strong enough to induce new investment, then possibly the market is indicating that new 
capacity is not yet needed in that particular area, or there is enough power in surrounding areas to satisfy 
foreseeable demand.  In Ohio, where generation prices are determined through multi-year rate agreements, or in 
the case of the First Energy operating companies, a competitive bid, the regulators may have the authority to treat 
a new plant as fully regulated – inclusion in rate base with regulated rates – if a utility requests such treatment. 
 
Lillian Federico: Texas is unique in two ways.  First, Texas is a hybrid state in that retail competition has been 
implemented only within ERCOT.  Additionally, since ERCOT is circumscribed within the state, transmission 
issues do not fall within the purview of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.  Generation market power 
issues within ERCOT are also adjudicated by the Texas Public Utility Commission rather than the federal 
regulators.  While the Texas PUC does have a formal plant approval process in place for areas of the state outside 
of ERCOT, within ERCOT, the state regulators’ generation oversight role is more akin to the federal regulators’ 
role in the Regional Transmission Organizations (e.g., PJM).  There is a market monitor that is overseen by the 
state regulators that assesses whether an entity can exert market power and would limit development if a single 
entity were gaining too large a share of the market.  The market monitor also addresses proposed plant retirements 
in order to assure that power flows efficiently through the grid, and any capacity payment issues.   
 
Contributed by Robert L. Schain and Lillian A. Federico.  Mr. Schain is president of Regulatory Research 
Associates, part of SNL Energy.  Ms. Federico is senior vice president of RRA.  Mr. Schain has served as a 
research economist at New Jersey Board of Public Utilities.  They can be contacted at rschain@snl.com and 
lfederico@snl.com.  
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Chapter IV: States’ Best Practices 
 
 
Many observers have assumed that the regulation of energy infrastructure has irreversibly 
become more conducive to manipulation by truculent opponents.  That states cannot turn 
back the clock after regulatory attitudes have evolved from NIMBY (not in my backyard) 
to BANANA (build absolutely nothing anywhere near anything) to NOPE (not on planet 
earth). 
 
Fortunately, the problem is eminently fixable.  Some states are showing the way.     
 
 
How Regulatory Culture Can Turn Around 
 
What this report terms as the “culture of inaction” is generally not embedded nor 
specified in regulatory law, though opponents to energy proposals routinely claim 
otherwise.  Opponents cite the accumulation of precedents since the divisive nuclear 
prudence cases of the 1980’s in which regulatory bodies have increasingly interpreted the 
ambiguities in regulatory law to subject energy proposals to a growing array of more 
trying tests.   
 
The direction of energy regulation should be viewed as a political choice rather than an 
inevitability.  Political leadership in a state can make regulation more trying to utilities 
and energy companies proposing projects, and in a neighboring state, less trying.  Viewed 
in this way, some states choose to subject energy proposals to a less rancorous procedure, 
to achieve the right balance for them of environmental protection, fair utility rates and 
prudent modernization of the infrastructure that promotes economic development.  
 
Political leadership can insist their states’ regulatory proceedings become fact-based and 
timely.  Critics will label these reforms as coddling utilities and energy companies with 
hasty superficial proceedings.  The result, they will claim, is great harm to the 
environment and utility bill payers.        
 
 
 

 
 

“… while opponents to coal projects in the U.S. furiously fight, let’s say, a proposal  
to build a single 500 megawatt plant, an equivalent amount of coal capacity  

and source of carbon dioxide emissions is being brought on-line in China  
every three or four days!” 
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Ranking the States  
Attracting or Neglecting Baseload Investment 

 
 

 
 
 
 

THE TOP 15: Best Practices States Attracting Baseload Investment 
 

Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi,  
Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, North Carolina, North Dakota,  

Tennessee, Texas, West Virginia, Wyoming 
 
 
 
 

THE BOTTOM 15: Lowest Ranking States Neglecting Baseload 
 

California, Delaware, Kansas, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,  
Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, Oregon,  

Rhode Island, Utah, Vermont, Washington 
 

Six Other States With No Recent Baseload Construction or Completion:  
Arizona, Iowa, New Hampshire, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, South Carolina 
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Top States Attracting Energy Investment and How They Do It 
 
States with the best practices in regulating baseload modernization equitably meet the 
needs of opponents and utilities and energy companies.  Regulators are empowered to act 
definitively on proposals confident that fulfilling their responsibilities will be civilly 
accepted by proposing companies and opponents alike regardless of which way the 
decision goes.  Other best practices can be decisive in attracting energy investment to 
states like Texas and North Carolina, the most important of which is a political and 
regulatory leadership with a strong appreciation for the need to prudently modernize the 
baseload fleet and an even perspective about utility rates. 
 
The following table shows the result of a ranking of the 48 states of the continental U.S. 
as to their relative performance attracting or neglecting baseload investment.  States were 
ranked by two metrics.  First, what is a state’s baseload power plant capacity in 
megawatts per capita?  Second, what is a state’s recent track record in terms of baseload 
capacity currently under construction or completed since January 2010?   
 
States were ranked by each metric from best, 1st , to worst.  The rank for each of the two 
metrics were equally weighed resulting in the overall rank.  Values were rounded and ties 
were not broken so, for example, the 17 worst of the states in the second metric all are 
ranked 31st.        
 
It is understood that this ranking exercise in an inexact measure of how good or bad 
individual states are in attracting or neglecting baseload investment.  For example, South 
Carolina has a middle-of-the-pack overall rank but we know the state is progressing 
towards the construction of a second generation nuclear plant.  Kansas and Iowa have had 
no baseload activity but they have been leaders in building wind farms to export 
renewable power to other states. 
 
However, the list of the 15 states with the top overall rank confirms intuition.  Most of 
these “best practices states” are well known for their pro-investment regulatory cultures. 
 
Best practices states are from both the set of states that expect new power plants to be 
built by non-utility energy companies without reliance on utility regulation and the 
majority of states that expect new power plants to be built by utilities via utility 
regulation.  However, aside from Texas, best practices states all fall into the second 
grouping.  The states that are prudently modernizing their baseload fleets are, with the 
exception of Texas, those that are counting upon utilities and utility regulation to do the 
job. 
 
Does that mean that states that expect new plants to be built by non-utility energy 
companies do not have the ability to prudently modernize their baseload fleets?  And if 
so, what is it about Texas that enables it to buck the trend?  
 
States that expect new plants to be built by non-utility energy companies retain potent 
mechanisms to spur investment in baseload.  They may, for instance, encourage utilities 
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in their states to award long-term contracts to non-utility energy companies who agree to 
build baseload plants.  Utilities are promised a financial incentive, that they can include 
as a small part of utility bills, to fully compensate utility shareholders for any risks 
inherent in such contracts. 
 
One must acknowledge wholesale market purists, favoring the increasing authorities of 
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and its Regional Transmission 
Organizations, will protest such long-term contracts as market interventions that corrupt 
the free market.  Notwithstanding these expected criticisms, states certainly have it within 
their rights to once again deploy their utilities and utility regulation to jump-start needed 
baseload construction.  The value of long-term contracts is especially evident to support 
the most capital-intensive baseload proposals such as nuclear and advanced coal projects.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

“Many observers have assumed that the regulation of energy infrastructure  
has irreversibly become more conducive to manipulation by truculent opponents.   

That states cannot turn back the clock after regulatory attitudes have evolved  
from NIMBY (not in my backyard)  

to BANANA (build absolutely nothing anywhere near anything)  
to NOPE (not on planet earth). 

 
Fortunately, the problem is eminently fixable.   

Some states are showing the way.” 
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Ranking the States Attracting or Neglecting Baseload Investment 

 
   Ranking Baseload  Ranking Recent Baseload  Overall 
  State  Capacity Per Capita     Build As % Of Capacity   Rank 
  
Alabama   4    27     10   
Arizona   12    31     25 
Arkansas   5    18      3 
California  46     6     34 
Colorado  34     8     23 
Connecticut  38     4     23 
Delaware  30    31     39 
Florida   30    18     29 
Georgia   20     8      6 
Idaho   48     1     32 
Illinois   20    15     16  
Indiana    8    27     16 
Iowa   14    31     26 
Kansas   26    31     36 
Kentucky  10    18      6 
Louisiana   8    15      3  
Maine   38    31     43 
Maryland  40    31     44 
Massachusetts  41    31     44 
Michigan  26    31     36 
Minnesota  34    31     41 
Mississippi   6    18      5 
Missouri   18    10      6 
Montana   18    18     18 
Nebraska  13    25      6 
Nevada   20    12     12 
New Hampshire  20    31     33 
New Jersey  37    31     42 
New Mexico  16    31     28 
New York   44    14     38 
North Carolina  25     6     10  
North Dakota   3    29     12 
Ohio   20    18     21 
Oklahoma  11    25     18 
Oregon   42    31     46 
Pennsylvania  15    31     27 
Rhode Island  33    31     40 
South Carolina   7    31     21 
South Dakota  46     2     29 
Tennessee  32     3     15  
Texas   16    17     14 
Utah   26    29     35 
Vermont   43    31     47   
Virginia   36    12     29 
Washington  44    31     48 
West Virginia   2    18      2 
Wisconsin  26    10     18 
Wyoming   1     4      1 
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Most Potent Signals That States Are Open for Baseload Business 
 
In states that expect new power plants to be built by utilities via utility regulation, one of 
the most potent signals to utilities and the financial community that energy proposals are 
encouraged and will be seriously considered for approval is the allowance of construction 
work in progress costs in rate base.  Commonly referred to as CWIP (construction work 
in progress), this best practice can be decisive for a state to attract baseload investment.   
 
Missouri utility lawyer David Linton recently wrote: “Utilities submit to regulation of 
their service by the state in exchange for a defined service territory and the right to a 
regulated return on their investments.  With the regulatory compact comes a subsidiary 
theory that regulation should be designed to take the place of competition… In a free 
market, the forces of supply and demand prompt the setting of prices… As the price 
increases, the price sends a signal to potential suppliers inducing them to risk additional 
investment in producing the commodity… The Commission [state regulatory body] may 
do this in one of several ways, including allowing the recovery of CWIP or increasing the 
rate of return granted to the electrical corporation…”  
 
The best practice of allowing CWIP has close relatives such as pre-approval and formula 
rate adjustment policies.  They have a common characteristic that makes them so 
effective for a state that wishes to attract baseload investment.  These practices are strong 
indicators that state political and regulatory leaders look upon baseload proposals 
positively and are likely to support fact-based and timely regulatory proceedings. 
 
Of the 15 best practices states identified herein as attracting baseload investment, most 
have emplaced these pro-investment policies.  Nine of these top 15 offer CWIP: Georgia, 
Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Nevada, North Carolina, North Dakota, West Virginia 
and Wyoming.  Very few other states offer CWIP, and three of those very few just 
missed the top 15 (Indiana, Oklahoma and South Carolina).   
 
Alabama does not offer CWIP but does allow formula rate adjustment.  Nebraska and 
Tennessee are primarily public power states.  Healthy baseload construction in those two 
states has been based on the credit strength of government entities.  Texas, a state that 
expects baseload construction to be undertaken mainly by non-utility energy companies, 
offers a uniquely lucrative energy market to encourage building.   
 
That leaves only Arkansas and Missouri among the top 15 states.  Regulatory Research 
Associates (SNL Energy) evaluates regulation in both states as no better than low-
average to average from the standpoint of utilities and energy companies.  There are 
initiatives in both states to institute pro-investment policies including CWIP.   
 
Notably, all 15 states also offer efficient environmental and siting regulation.  This 
markedly contrasts with the environmental and siting regulatory culture of the most of the 
15 lowest ranking states neglecting baseload and six other states with no recent baseload 
construction or completion (excepting Kansas and South Carolina particularly).   
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Best Practices to Attract Nuclear Investment 

 
Several states have implemented mechanisms to attract investment in new nuclear power plants.  Because 
it is carbon-free, enhances energy security, and has earned an enviable safety and environmental record 
(recent events in Japan notwithstanding), nuclear power is an important component of the existing U.S. 
baseload fleet and a desirable element in baseload modernization.    
 
In part, states’ current best practices reflect the mixed experience with the last surge in nuclear plant 
construction, from the late 1960’s through the 1980’s.  A number of plants experienced significant delays 
and construction cost overruns.  As a result, some state public utility commissions became more 
aggressive during public convenience and necessity hearings and rate proceedings.  The commissions 
subjected management decisions to prudence reviews, often resulting in the disallowance of significant 
capital expenditures.   
 
The write-downs and regulatory allowances were quite significant: From 1984 to 1993, electric utilities 
with nuclear construction projects wrote off in excess of $17 billion, net of tax effects, for abandoned 
plants and regulatory disallowances.  Cost overruns, plant cancellations, and disallowances led to 
widespread financial distress among many nuclear utilities in the 1980’s and into the 1990’s.  Several 
utilities filed for bankruptcy protection or nearly had to do so.  Avoiding these outcomes in the current 
“nuclear renaissance” is a laudable public policy goal.   
  
The implemented mechanisms also reflect a recognition that new nuclear generation is in many respects 
unique.  Among its distinctive characteristics are the significant size of the capital investment required, in 
most cases a significant fraction of a utility’s enterprise value, making the nuclear investment an 
existential business decision; the lengthy construction cycle and the need to procure very costly long-lead 
components (e.g., ultra-heavy forgings); and the degree of uncertainty over the relevant time horizon 
regarding the need for power, actual construction cost, regulatory requirements, carbon policy, 
competition from other generation sources and energy efficiency, public policies concerning renewable 
generation, and a host of other factors.   
 
Two states – Georgia and South Carolina – warrant special attention because of the likelihood that, with 
the support of U.S. Department of Energy loan guarantees, new nuclear capacity will be added in those 
regulated jurisdictions. The Georgia Nuclear Energy Financing Act of 2009 allows nuclear construction 
work in progress costs in rate base and permits Georgia Power Company to recover financing costs during 
construction of Plant Vogtle units 3 and 4, avoiding the accumulation of up to $300 million in interest.  
Customers benefit through potentially lower absolute rates as well as avoid a rate shock.   
 
The South Carolina Base Load Review Act, which became effective in 2007, allows recovery of 
prudently incurred costs associated with new baseload nuclear or coal units larger than 350 megawatts 
with a capacity factor greater than 70%.  The law allows for an annual adjustment to rates during 
construction of a new nuclear facility as a means of recovering financing costs associated with the project 
(based on the weighted average cost of capital applied to the outstanding balance of capital costs).  It has 
the potential to confer significant benefit on SCANA’s planned V.C. Summer Nuclear Station units 2 and 
3.  SCANA states the law could lower the cost of building the units by one billion dollars, while reducing 
the risk to the utility and actually increasing regulatory oversight of construction. 
   
Contributed by Glenn R. George.  Dr. George is a Partner of Bates White Economic Consulting.  His 
professional experience includes advising the U.S. Department of Energy on all four nuclear  loan 
guarantees being considered.  He can be contacted at glenn.george@bateswhite.com.  
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Chapter V: Overcoming Concerns About Best Practices 
 
 
The best practices, accepted mainstays in the states with the top regulatory cultures, can 
be viewed with skepticism even hostility in many other states.  States attracting baseload 
investment clearly signal with their best practices their states are open for business, at 
least with respect to constructing baseload power plants.  States with cultures of inaction, 
in stark contrast, clearly signal that a baseload proposal should be filed with great 
trepidation.  Utilities and energy companies know the road they would face in these states 
is long and hard, if they filed a proposal, and so it is a road seldom chanced. 
 
What are the principal concerns about new baseload plants that drive the regulatory 
cultures of many states to so shun these projects and even facilitate opposition to them?  
Can the concerns that would improve culture be addressed enabling a resumption of 
prudent modernization in these states?  
 
 
Myths About Perceived Risks in Many Regulatory Cultures 
 
In many states, a popular belief is that utilities bear little or no risk when they invest in 
energy infrastructure particularly when pro-investment regulatory policies are in place 
(e.g., allowing utilities’ construction work in progress costs to be reimbursed through 
utility bills).  The oft-repeated assertion is that such policies subject the businesses and 
homes that have to pay utility bills to all or nearly all the risks. 
 
This begs the question: what risks are we talking about?  Also, are the risks substantial?  
And is it true that pro-investment regulatory policies subject bill-payers to all or nearly all 
the risks?   
 
The risks that have been a concern, with potential consequences bill-payers 
understandably don’t want to be stuck with, can be categorized.  The three risk classes 
responsible for so much anguish in regulation could be referred to as overbuilding risk, 
gold-plating risk, and budget overrun risk.   
 
First, there is overbuilding risk.  Suppose a regulatory body allows a utility to construct a 
power plant and later finds that the new plant is partially or wholly uneconomic or 
extraneous.  This risk is a particular concern to those that fear that utilities are naturally 
inclined to construct more infrastructure than is “used and useful” in regulatory parlance, 
and that utilities do this to increase their allowed rate base and hence their return on rate 
base (i.e., profit).  
 
Second, there is gold-plating risk.  Suppose a regulatory body allows a utility to construct 
a power plant that is extravagant in its design and overly-expensive.  This risk is a 
particular concern to those that fear utilities are naturally inclined to artificially inflate the 
construction budget to, again, increase their allowed rate base and hence their return on 
rate base.  
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Third, there is budget overrun risk.  Suppose a regulatory body allows a utility to 
construct a power plant and finds, during the construction period, that the construction 
budget agreed to by regulators will be considerably exceeded.  This risk is a particular 
concern for those that fear utilities can be careless about their budgets especially when 
they know bill-payers will pick up the check for overruns.  A leading activist against 
backbone energy investment, Mark Cooper, recently wrote: “If the pre-approval process 
for loan guarantees and/or construction work in progress reduces scrutiny over cost 
escalation and overruns, ratepayers will end up paying a higher price than anticipated.” 
 
All three risk classes were fought over during the nuclear prudence cases of the 1980’s.  
Opponents to nuclear plants argued that the projects evidenced overbuilding and gold-
plating and that the agreed-to project budgets were irresponsibly overrun.  They also 
argued, crucially for the subject of this report, that 1980’s regulators were far too lax and 
should have stopped these projects in their tracks limited the overbuilding, gold-plating 
and budget overruns.  
 
In retrospect, few would now say that the American public has not enormously benefited 
from utilities’ persistence and regulators’ fortitude, amidst fearsome opposition in the 
1980’s, to complete the 104 currently operating nuclear plants.  These plants have turned 
out to among the most necessary and economic of any infrastructure in the nation’s 
history. 
 
Opponents to nuclear plants clearly guessed wrong as to whether the utilities that 
constructed them were overbuilding and gold-plating.  The nuclear component of the 
nation’s baseload fleet has consistently produced a fifth of all our electricity at a low cost 
and with zero air emissions.  Each reactor all by itself produces a fifth of a percent of the 
nation’s power, on average.  Just imagine the economic and environmental benefits had 
opponents and regulators allowed 20 or more additional nuclear projects of the 1980’s to 
have been completed rather than scrapped. 
 
Former Secretary of the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection John 
Hanger, and Commissioner at the state’s Public Utility Commission, recently wrote: “The 
104 nuclear power plants in the USA avoided using a great deal of coal and gas over the 
last 30 years by providing 20% of our electricity.  A lot of the coal that would have been 
combusted but for the 104 reactors would have been in plants with few pollution controls.  
Mercury, arsenic, soot, smog, sulfur dioxide, carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxide levels would 
have been much higher as a result.  The air pollution prevented by nuclear power saved 
hundreds of thousands of lives and prevented millions of illnesses since [the Three Mile 
Island accident].  Those who lived longer don’t know that less pollution and nuclear 
power were partly responsible…” 
 
The evidence has not dissuaded nuclear plant opponents who still consistently quote the 
famed February 1985 Forbes article “Nuclear Follies” that called nuclear investment to 
that date the “largest managerial disaster in business history.”  But this favorite quote of 
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opponents was published over 26 years ago!  Opponents ignore the extraordinary 
performance of the nuclear investment in the last 26 years plus and counting. 
 
The activist against backbone energy investment, Mark Cooper, recently testified to the 
Florida Public Service Commission that the promise of energy efficiency initiatives and 
new renewable power farms makes any new nuclear plants unnecessary: “One of the key 
factors contributing to the bust of the nuclear boom of the 1970’s was the inability or 
unwillingness of utilities that had committed to nuclear construction to cope with reduced 
demand growth.  The oil shocks of the 1970’s and the rate shock of the 1980’s destroyed 
the demand that the nuclear reactors were intended to supply… Today we have a similar 
demand shock created by the great recession and the pending climate change policy.  It is 
highly unlikely that demand will reach the levels predicted in the Need Dockets for 
decades… The chance that Florida will actually need these four reactors should climate 
change legislation be enacted [that would stimulate energy efficiency initiatives and new 
renewable power farms] … is virtually zero.” 
 
It is remarkable this activist can testify that the demand for the first generation nuclear 
plants was “destroyed,” when the evidence is overwhelming that these plants have been 
the undisputed champions of the nation’s electric power industry for the last quarter 
century with their unprecedented high utilization rates and low costs second only to 
hydroelectric dams.  And it is also remarkable the activist can testify that, somehow, 
energy efficiency initiatives and new renewable power farms will be of a sufficient 
magnitude to take over the role of the nuclear and coal components of the baseload fleet 
that will be retiring in coming decades; or come anywhere close to filling that enormous 
gap.  
 
The nuclear opposition group Southern Alliance for Clean Energy recently sounded a 
similar theme: “Ironically, the DOE’s ‘top choice’ for the nuclear reactor loan guarantees, 
which are backed by U.S. taxpayers in the event of defaults, is the very same Plant 
Vogtle that helped kill the previous nuclear power boom in the United States in the 
1970’s and 1980’s… Will history repeat itself on Plant Vogtle cost overruns?”  Not 
mentioned by the group is that the utility that built Plant Vogtle and will soon commence 
building additional nuclear units there, the Southern Company, has among the nation’s 
lowest electricity rates and highest customer satisfaction.  Southern’s track record is due 
partly to its outstanding performance at Plant Vogtle over the past quarter century. 
 
With hindsight, the risks of overbuilding and gold-plating that so agonized opponents and 
regulatory bodies in the 1980’s were illusory.  It is ironic that, in the intervening quarter 
century, nuclear opponents have ceaselessly criticized the degree of redundancy in 
nuclear plant security, containment, cooling water systems, etc., saying there should be 
more; so presumably they believe nuclear plants were not gold-plated.  
 
Admittedly, the third class of risk, that of budget overruns, was not illusory.  Budget 
overrun risk led to very real costs whose allocation was vehemently argued about in the 
nuclear prudence cases of the 1980’s.  Opponents to energy projects still refer back to 
these massive overruns of a quarter century ago.  For them, the nuclear prudence cases 
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are solid proof that utilities and energy companies should never again be enabled to push 
off their mistakes to bill-payers and regulators never again be entrusted to allow this to 
happen. 
 
Regulators of that period had no choice but to make unpalatable decisions that burdened a 
utility’s bill-payers with, in some cases, billions of dollars in budget overruns.  Utility 
bills surged.  But, few remember, the “rate shocks” were temporary. 
 
Where nuclear plants were allowed to be completed, utility bills have actually been 
moderate even if there was a massive overrun and an allocation of a portion to bill-
payers.  The burden shouldered by bill-payers of having to pay off a portion of the 
overrun over time was offset by the outstanding economic efficiency of nuclear power.   
 
So even budget overrun risk has proven to be minimal for bill-payers.  Counter to the 
myths about the risks of energy investment, supposedly demonstrated in the nuclear 
prudence cases, the risks are not substantial.  This is an important conclusion since the 
regulatory culture of inaction in many states is largely justified by the perceived enormity 
of the risks. 
 
Proposed baseload projects in today’s world have lesser overbuilding, gold-plating and 
budget overrun risks.  Certainly this is true for proposed natural gas combined cycle 
plants.  These projects are fundamentally low risk.  Combined cycle plants are typically 
just a few hundred megawatts in size so overbuilding risk is relatively low.  Their design 
is uniform so gold-plating risk is minimal as is budget overrun risk. 
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Myth About a New Perceived Risk 
 
Looking at it superficially, it seems that a baseload power plant need never again be built.  
Most states are experiencing relatively slow growth in electricity demand which can 
apparently be accommodated by adding small increments of non-baseload resources and 
continuing to rely on existing baseload and other generation capacity in place.   
 
However, this is a misleading calculus which counts every megawatt of generation 
capacity as equivalent.  Of course every megawatt is hardly the same.  Some generation 
capacity is high cost and some low cost.  Some capacity is heavily polluting and some is 
clean.  Some capacity can be counted on to run continuously for hundreds of hours and 
some is inherently intermittent or undependable or both.  Some capacity enhances grid 
reliability and some degrades reliability and is a burden on the grid.  Some capacity is 
nearing the end of its economic useful life and some can be relied upon for the better part 
of the 21st century.   
 
Need determination studies typically compare forecasted electricity demand, on the one 
hand, with undifferentiated existing capacity, on the other.  These studies can delude, 
suggesting there is more than enough existing capacity obviating the need for new 
baseload plants.  Yet, it is seldom emphasized that so much of what is counted as existing 
capacity is at old inefficient plants.  Take the old inefficient capacity out of the equation 
and very many states and regional grids have insufficient capacity and need to step up 
baseload modernization. 
 
Opponents to proposed baseload projects often point to the numerous alternatives that, 
strictly speaking, make constructing any one plant unnecessary and potentially 
suboptimal. Regulatory bodies in many states are apparently sympathetic to this concern, 
what might be called potentially suboptimal risk.  The risk is that if regulators allow a 
baseload project to proceed to construction, the resulting plant might possibly be found in 
retrospect, as the future unfolds, to be not the best among the numerous alternatives. 
 
It would be reasonable to retort, do we observe real-world examples of this risk?  Are 
there baseload plants that have been built that, in retrospect, should not have been 
allowed by regulatory bodies of the 1960’s, 1970’s, 1980’s, etc.? 
 
Minnesota State Senator Julie Rosen, who serves as Chair of the Energy, Utilities and 
Telecommunications Committee, was recently quoted by SNL Energy after the Senate 
passed by a large majority a bill to remove restrictions against new coal baseload plants.  
She said: “We have a baseload energy need and a situation going forward.  Man cannot 
live by renewable energy alone.  I like renewables.  I encourage them.  I live in a land of 
renewables, but we still need that baseload energy.” 
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Shattering Myth that Utilities Do Not Bear Risks 
 
Were the utilities that were responsible for the nuclear project budget overruns let off the 
hook?  Actually, it is a fallacy that utilities avoided serious consequences and, going 
forward, do not equitably share the risks of energy investment with bill-payers. 
 
The evidence is clear.  All one needs to do is look at the utilities who constructed nuclear 
plants during the tumultuous period for regulation of the 1980’s.  Of the 104 currently 
operating nuclear plants (reactors), exactly half, 52, were completed after the Three Mile 
Island accident in March 1979.  The projects that completed the 52 nuclear plants before 
the March 1979 accident certainly experienced severe budget overruns but these pale in 
comparison to the overruns that occurred in the 1980’s when projects were delayed and 
reworked under far more intensive regulatory scrutiny and litigation, according to an oft-
cited U.S. Department of Energy report published in 1986.   
 
For example, the average overnight costs for the 49 nuclear projects commenced in 1966 
– 1971 were 2,151 dollars per kilowatt of generating capacity.  In contrast, the average 
costs for the 19 projects commenced in 1974 – 1977 were 4,701 dollars per kilowatt, well 
over twice as expensive.  The effect on costs and budget overruns of 1980’s regulation 
was even greater since, by the time of the 1986 Department of Energy report, some of the 
most expensive nuclear projects had not yet been completed.   
 
Many of the nuclear plants that were completed in the 1980’s are no longer owned by the 
utility that built them or a controlling successor.  Utilities that lost control and were 
acquired by other companies include Central & Southwest, Cleveland Electric 
Illuminating, Duquesne Light, General Public Utilities, Illinois Power, Niagara Mohawk 
Power, Philadelphia Electric, and Public Service of New Hampshire.  Clearly, these eight 
utility managements shouldered risks from their nuclear projects even though the projects 
resulted in successful plants still operating today.   
 
Other utilities like Houston Lighting & Power (now Centerpoint) and Northeast Utilities 
sold off their nuclear plants to other companies usually as part of a state-mandated 
deregulation, surrendering considerable profit streams through to the present day and 
beyond.  The state-mandated deregulations were a direct reaction to political and 
regulatory dissatisfaction with the nuclear prudence cases.  For these utilities, the 
opportunity to make energy investments in power generation was essentially terminated 
except if they want to chance full free market risks (financially treacherous for building 
baseload plants).   
 
Nonetheless, Missouri Votes Conservation, a group opposed to baseload energy 
investment and the best practice of allowing construction work in progress (CWIP) costs 
in rate base, recently wrote: “CWIP shifts the risk of building power plants from the 
shareholders to the ratepayers.  Essentially, CWIP gives the utility a no-bid, cost-plus 
contract to build whatever they like.  It requires that ratepayers pay for 100% of an 
investment for which they have no ownership stake, and if the project fails ratepayers 
absorb 100% of the loss.  CWIP unfairly shifts the risk to ratepayers without adjusting the 
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guaranteed rate of return a utility already receives for bearing the risk.  If utilities prefer 
to have ratepayers bear all of its big risks, then their guaranteed rate of return should be 
eliminated or reduced significantly.”  
 
Yet, if a utility’s energy investment turns sour, or is even perceived to be so, utility 
shareholder value is sure to plunge.  Political and regulatory leaders expressing criticisms 
will start the plunge and regulatory penalties will further it.  Even if the penalties assessed 
by regulators are moderate in dollar amount the fall in a utility’s stock price can be 
disproportionate and have a considerable negative impact.  Wall Street will sell off stocks 
of utility managements believed to be below average at satisfying regulators on which 
financial performance is dependent.   
 
Because utilities are so vulnerable in this way, to even moderate penalties, they are 
intrinsically risk averse.  No surprise then that utility managements work hard to 
minimize the risk that adverse scenarios like budget overruns will come to pass, in the 
mutual interest of utilities and bill-payers. 
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Remaining Concerns About Pro-Investment Best Practices 
 
The severe recession of 2008 continuing through the present day has certainly made 
political and regulatory leaders wary of inflicting any new hardships on the public 
including utility bill increases.  This quite natural reticence to increase utility bills colors 
the current debate over pro-investment regulatory policies.   
 
Few realize that baseload power plants can be built with a minimal impact on utility bills.  
If a baseload plant is allowed to be built by a non-utility energy company, in a state 
participating in a wholesale power market managed by a Regional Transmission 
Organization, there is no impact on utility bills.  Potentially, bills may be pushed a little 
bit down because the new plant adds some more competition to the wholesale power 
market. 
 
If a baseload plant is allowed to be built by a utility, there will be an impact on utility 
bills but one that is remarkably small.  This dynamic has always been a brilliant feature 
of utility regulation for over three quarters of a century.  Regulation takes advantage of 
rock-solid utility credit ratings and balance sheets, and the “fraction-of-a-fraction effect,” 
to get capital-intensive energy infrastructure built all while keeping utility bills 
affordable.   
 
The fraction-of-a-fraction effect helps to moderate utility bill impacts simply because 
utility bills sum up the various costs of electricity service of which only one small 
fraction of the total comes from a building a new plant.  When a business or home 
receives a utility bill, there may be an added fraction to enable the utility to start paying 
off the costs of a new plant, but all the other fractions making up the overwhelming 
majority of the bill may not change significantly or at all.  Unaffected utility bill fractions 
pay for a utility’s fuel, power imports from other energy companies, new transmission 
and distribution grid infrastructure, operations and maintenance, retirement and other 
labor expenses, and depreciation of and return on past investment in energy infrastructure 
of all types.  In this way, even with the added costs of a new plant in utility bills, the bills 
overall may not increase very much. 
 
The fact that new plants may not increase bills overall by very much amazes many in the 
public.  Why it seems incredible is because opponents are expert at sensationalizing 
proposals to add to utility bills to build a new plant.  In many states’ regulatory cultures, 
it is accepted as fair play for opponents to energy proposals to blow things out of all 
proportion like this.  In contrast, in best practices states, such transparent over-
dramatizing is called out, frowned upon and not well-regarded. 
 
Though the impact on utility bills of baseload investment may be moderate, regulators 
can be gun-shy of any rate increases.  This tendency in regulatory culture was decried by 
the Executive Director of the National Regulatory Research Institute, Scott Hempling.  
He wrote: “Utility regulation has a ‘consumer protection’ component.  Protection from 
what?  In traditional markets, consumers depend on a single seller, so ‘protection’ means 
protection from excessive prices and insufficient quality.  How clear is our vision?  Have 
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we allowed this ‘consumer protection’ purpose to transmogrify, from protection against 
monopoly inefficiency to protection against high costs in general?”     
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Even After Regulatory Approval, Roadblocks Can Surface 
 
Even when regulators “green light” a utility proposal for infrastructure modernization, the approval can 
come unplugged by opposition.  This was what Exelon’s Commonwealth Edison experienced from its 
proposal to modernize its distribution system with smart grid infrastructure in its 2007 rate case.  The 
utility sought to expedite deployment of Advanced Metering Infrastructure, the building block of the 
“smart grid,” consisting of a communication system, advanced meters, and computer hardware and 
software to process smart meter information.  To avoid regulatory lag, the company asked the Illinois 
Commerce Commission to approve a “System Modernization Project Charge” (termed “Rider SMP”), to 
allow Commission approval to permit rate base treatment of capital expenditures between rate cases. 
 
While it commended this initiative, the Commission had reservations about approving the program in its 
entirety until seeing proof of costs and benefits.  However, it approved Rider SMP for the limited 
purpose of “Phase 0” of the program, which contemplated installation of 200,000 smart meters, and the 
phase out of 675 full-time meter reader and supervisory positions, among other things.  After Phase 0, 
Commonwealth Edison could re-file Rider SMP to seek recovery of subsequent phases. 
   
The Commission’s decision was contested in court by “Government and Residential Consumer 
Petitioners” on grounds that the decision violated the rule prohibiting “single-issue” ratemaking.  On 
September 30, 2010, the Illinois Appeals Court, Second District, agreed.  The prohibition generally 
barred ratemaking of a single item because it considers changes in isolation without accounting for 
offsetting changes in costs. However, the law permitted two exceptions: (1) where a utility has no control 
over this cost, and (2) where the cost would not affect the utility’s revenue requirement (such as a pass-
through). 
   
The appellate court found Rider SMP failing to qualify under either exception. Incurrence of these costs 
was within the utility’s discretion as it alone determined the program’s scope and cost. Also, because the 
program was specifically intended to cause program costs to be offset by positive, offsetting changes in 
the cost of service, the Rider would distort the ratemaking structure.  The court reversed the Commission 
on this issue and remanded it. 
 
Commonwealth Edison is attempting to maintain its original infrastructure project by asking the 
Commission to allow AMI program costs already incurred to be considered  in its currently pending 2010 
rate case. The utility also is seeking remedial statutory amendments before the Illinois legislature.  
 
A major lesson is that Illinois law is not unlike other state statutes prohibiting ratemaking of the type 
sought by this utility.  Consequently, state laws and longstanding regulatory interpretations may pose 
barriers to expeditious cost recovery and deployment of projects that while highly desirable from a public 
policy standpoint are vigorously opposed.  Utilities seeking to embark on similar initiatives would do 
well to cure legal and regulatory risks before proceeding, and factor that into their execution strategy.     
  
Contributed by Robert W. Gee.  Mr. Gee is President of Gee Strategies Group.  He has served as an 
Assistant Secretary at the U.S. Department of Energy and Chairman of the Texas Public Utility 
Commission.  He can be contacted at rwgee@geestrategies.com.  
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Chapter VI: Conclusions 
 
 
This report by Build Energy America concludes that there are a few best practices states 
that are attracting baseload plant investment and many other states that, with their 
regulatory cultures of inaction, are discouraging investment.  The signals states send to 
utilities, energy companies and the financial community, with their regulatory cultures, 
are crystal clear and paid close attention.  Either, this state is open for business, or 
alternatively, this state is effectively closed to modernization of its baseload fleet for the 
foreseeable future.     
  
The implications are worrisome.  For the states that have foreclosed baseload investment, 
they are forfeiting the benefits that utility and energy company balance sheets stand ready 
to finance: job creation, added tax revenues, a cleaner environment and efficient in-state 
power generation.  For the nation as a whole, by putting off the inevitable requirement to 
turn over the aging baseload fleet, we are transferring to our children an enormous burden 
to make up for these lost years and hurriedly catch up.   
 
Again, just 18 years from now, the extraordinarily vital 104 operating nuclear reactors 
generating a fifth of all the nation’s power will start having their 60th birthdays in quick 
succession (given the nuclear plant building boom in the 1970’s).  There will be no time 
to react if we wait that long. 
 
The looming crisis can be simply illustrated.  Suppose for example that the 104 operating 
reactors are to be replaced by 500-megawatt state-of-the-art natural gas or coal plants.  It 
would require the country to construct some 250 such plants just to make up for the 
retirement of the nuclear reactors, taking into account megawatt capacities and 
sustainable capacity factors.  Plus, we would have to build many hundreds more plants to 
make up for retiring fossil fuel members of the baseload fleet passing their 60th birthdays 
in quick succession (given the fossil fuel plant building boom in the 1950’s and 1960’s).    
 
Some radical observers look upon this looming crisis with relish as a golden opportunity 
to be celebrated and promoted, to rid the country of its nuclear and fossil fuel baseload 
fleet.  They believe some combination of wind and solar farms, demand-side response 
and efficiency, and emerging energy technologies on the drawing boards will take on the 
task borne by the legacy baseload fleet.  The daunting risks and costs of hoping for such a 
far-fetched scenario should be evident to any responsible political or regulatory leader.  
 
But by allowing regulatory cultures in many states to become more and more anti-
investment, states are effectively positioning themselves for this bleak future.  Our 
children will be forced to band-aid ready-to-retire baseload plants to somehow continue 
past their retirement dates or fund a hasty rush of baseload modernization catch-up.    
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Pre-Approval, Long-Term Contracts and Other Best Practices 
 
Baseload additions can not only expensive in absolute terms (billions of dollars) but large relative to 
some utilities’ rate bases; sometimes a multiple of the rate base.  The financial community can become 
uncomfortable about a utility’s cash flow and the effect that cancellation of a project, or partial denial 
by regulators of project costs, might have on the utility’s financial integrity.  Regulators and the public 
are concerned about new baseload plants being “too big to fail,” severely limiting the ability of 
regulators to make adjustments in the future. 
   
These concerns have caused state legislatures to give regulators authority to pre-approve baseload 
projects.  Regulatory pre-approval has become an important factor in the financing and construction of 
new baseload plants. 
 
Pre-approval raises issues that utilities and regulators should assess when considering baseload 
additions.  If a project is to be pre-approved, should regulators consider financing with revenue-backed 
financing?  Why not create some type of guaranteed flow of revenues to pay for the project?  With a 
guaranteed revenue stream for this special purpose, utilities can finance projects with all or nearly all 
debt, reducing project costs by 20% or more. 
   
One-hundred percent debt financing, however, removes the profit motives associated with building a 
plant.  Profit motivation is good for both the utility and its customers, so regulators need to deploy new 
motivational tools.  These might include allowing utilities to retain all or part of construction cost 
savings and/or creating a productivity incentive for the power plant (e.g., a heat rate and/or capacity 
factor metric). 
 
Revenue backed bonds can reduce the cost of baseload projects for vertically integrated utilities, but 
what about the challenge of encouraging baseload projects in regional power markets?  Can a power 
plant developer finance a coal plant or even a less capital-intensive natural gas combined cycle plant 
based solely on market capacity and energy prices?  The revealed answer is no; virtually no baseload 
plants are under construction or have been recently completed on a market basis. 
   
One potential answer is long-term contracting between utilities and developers for the output of a 
baseload plant to be built, pre-approved by regulators.  If the regulatory pre-approval is irrevocable, it 
might be possible to have similar benefits to revenue-backed financing for a project.  However, these 
long-term contracts are just the type of commitments that the creation of markets by the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission was to have made unnecessary. 
 
Regulatory best practices can spur distribution modernization too.  In 1996, a major investor-owned 
water utility replaced about six miles of pipe.  In 2008, it replaced nearly 100 miles of pipe.  This 
acceleration in the pace of its pipeline replacement program was encouraged by instituting a 
distribution system investment surcharge.  
  
Such a surcharge allows a distribution utility to recover the costs and return from non-revenue 
producing and non-cost reducing investments between state public utility commission rate cases.  
These kinds of investments are usually numerous small projects of short duration that utilities cannot 
time with rate cases. 
   
Without a distribution surcharge, as a utility completes projects between rate cases, it can incur losses 
never to be recovered.  So, here, traditional ratemaking penalizes the utility for doing the right thing.  
  
Regulators should not inadvertently discourage utilities from investing in aging distribution systems.  
Eight states allow distribution surcharges, with some states looking at them for energy utilities.  In 
1999, NARUC, the national association of utility regulators, resolved that distribution surcharges are an 
innovative regulatory tool. 
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Pre-Approval, Long-Term Contracts and Other Best Practices (Continued) 
 
  
Such a surcharge allows a distribution utility to recover the costs and return from non-revenue 
producing and non-cost reducing investments between state public utility commission rate cases.  
These kinds of investments are usually numerous small projects of short duration that utilities cannot 
time with rate cases. 
   
Without a distribution surcharge, as a utility completes projects between rate cases, it can incur losses 
never to be recovered.  So, here, traditional ratemaking penalizes the utility for doing the right thing.  
  
Regulators should not inadvertently discourage utilities from investing in aging distribution systems.  
Eight states allow distribution surcharges, with some states looking at them for energy utilities.  In 
1999, NARUC, the national association of utility regulators, resolved that distribution surcharges are an 
innovative regulatory tool. 
 
Electric utilities could use a distribution surcharge to recover capital expenses to improve their 
distribution systems, e.g., new transformers, greater system security, and operating costs of ongoing 
system maintenance, e.g., tree trimming.  Regulators might institute a distribution surcharge to allow 
utilities to recover advanced customer meter investments (including offsetting operating savings). 
 
Regulatory safeguards include establishing need for a distribution surcharge, precise definitions of 
eligible projects (e.g., specific accounts for energy utilities), capping the total amount of revenues 
recoverable, audits with refunds and earning tests to preempt a surcharge when a utility’s actual return 
exceeds its authorized return.  Projects covered by the surcharge must be completed.  
 
Contributed by David M. Boonin.  Mr. Boonin is President of TBG Consulting.  He has served as a 
Principal of the National Regulatory Research Institute, Chief Economist of the Pennsylvania Public 
Utility Commission, a Commissioner overseeing the nation’s largest municipal gas utility, and 
supervisor of an electric utility’s planning group.  He can be contacted at dboonin@tbg-
consulting.com.  
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Chapter VII: Recommendations 
 
 
This report identifies the few best practices states successfully attracting baseload plant 
investment and prudently modernizing their baseload fleets.  There are many more states 
at the other end of the spectrum, as we have seen.  A large number of states discourage 
investment with their regulatory cultures of inaction, even if this is not explicitly the 
intention of their political and regulatory leaders.   
 
What can the culture of inaction states do to turn around their anti-investment posture and 
stimulate baseload proposals and construction?  First and foremost, a state’s political and 
regulatory leaders must recognize the peril of neglecting the baseload fleet and be 
committed to reforming their regulatory cultures.   
 
Political and regulatory leaders have it within their ability to turn around their states’ anti-
investment posture even if this potential is not instantly apparent.  Probably the easiest 
reform is to signal to utilities and energy companies that there will be, henceforth, timely 
reviews of energy proposals in their states and definitive decisions.  This reform alone 
has the effect of limiting the costs and risks of submitting proposals and thus 
automatically stimulates more submissions and thereafter construction.   
 
It should be unquestionable that states can expedite their own regulatory proceedings and 
make them decisive.  State law, on public utilities and administrative procedures, 
generally does not require regulatory bodies to overly indulge opponents so delaying 
tactics can be invoked by them serially with impunity.  Nevertheless, vigorous protest to 
any such reform is sure to come from citizens who are satisfied with the freeze on 
baseload modernization and their role in perpetuating it. 
 
Another doable reform is to signal to utilities and energy companies that there will be, 
henceforth, resolute fact-based reviews of energy proposals and decisions in their states 
that hear out but then leave aside extraneous charges.  This reform has the effect of 
further limiting the costs and risks of submitting proposals as well as exposure to 
reputation pummeling by opponents and thus also automatically stimulates more 
submissions and construction.  Fact-based reviews focused on bona fide benefits and 
impacts of proposed projects make it more likely, additionally, that they will be approved 
and allowed by regulatory bodies to proceed to construction.  
 
It should also be unquestionable that states can focus their own regulatory proceedings on 
strong evidence about project benefits and impacts rather than thinly-supported 
suppositions.  State law generally does not require regulatory bodies to allow their 
proceedings to be hijacked to disparage proposals with overly dramatized tabloid-like 
claims aimed at exciting the media.  Regulatory bodies have the right to base decisions on 
broad state needs including economic development without themselves being pilloried or 
intimidated by narrow citizen interests. 
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These best practices make a state’s regulatory culture timely and fact-based but further 
reform may be necessary to get baseload modernization going again.  The regulatory 
culture’s basic attitude towards baseload projects may need changing.   
 
The mind-set in all too many states towards modernizing the baseload fleet has somehow 
devolved to, build a new plant only as a last resort.  But first, exhaustively evaluate every 
conceivable alternative however unproven and far-fetched.  Emerging supply and 
demand-side options with little track record fundamentally can promise only uncertain 
performance, maintenance requirements and costs in their prospective decades of useful 
life.  Yet, the emphasis is on the risks of tried and true baseload. 
 
This search for the least-cost solution is inevitably irresolute given the multitude of 
options and uncertainties.  So at the end of the process, the status quo of inaction is an 
easy answer.  
 
It is remarkable how, in many states, the mere suggestion that a state-of-the-art baseload 
plant be built can be so abhorred.  If political and regulatory leaders speak about the 
building of new plants as if it is something to be strenuously resisted, as if new plants are 
obnoxious to the public good, is it surprising the media and public comes to believe 
baseload is passé?  And is it surprising that utilities and energy companies respond 
rationally, giving up filing baseload proposals in that state?   
 
One wouldn’t know, after observing this peculiar attitude as it is manifest in regulatory 
proceedings and planning processes in many states that the baseload fleet generates some 
80% of all the electricity that powers the country.  Nuclear, coal and natural gas 
combined cycle plants are extraordinarily efficient and dependable, superior to every 
other electricity resource in service or imagined.  One need only look at the rapidly 
developing economies of China and India that are investing enormous sums of capital to 
duplicate the reliance of the developed economies on baseload fleets, relative to the role 
of other supply and demand-side resources.  
 
States’ renewable portfolio standards are a potent tool to thwart baseload proposals 
whether intentionally or unintentionally.  In states with aggressive and difficult to achieve 
RPS targets, i.e., the percentage of electricity that must be generated by renewable 
sources without respect to cost or other factors, building baseload makes the target even 
less likely to be achieved and thus it is frowned upon in many quarters. 
 
Regional transmission organizations, if a state is located in one, can be another 
increasingly insurmountable barrier to baseload proposals.  Spurred on by the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission, many states have ceded to their RTO the so-called 
planning responsibility.  The RTO effectively decides when and which electricity 
resources are allowed to proceed.  Through its market design and FERC-approved tariff it 
can bias a region of states away from building baseload and towards favored resources 
such as demand response. 
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What are state political leaders to do if the state has committed to an aggressive RPS and 
ceded planning responsibility to the RTO?  Is it helpless and fated to be out of the 
baseload business?  Of course individual states are not stuck on auto-pilot and can still 
change the course of their energy destinies for the good of their states.  Building baseload 
does not violate an aggressive RPS; it just means more renewable development will be 
necessary to meet the targets, hardly a bad outcome.  Building baseload does not violate 
any federal laws even if it encroaches on RTO and FERC power and will draw criticisms 
from RTO enthusiasts.  
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“It is remarkable how, in many states,  
the mere suggestion that a state-of-the-art baseload plant be built can be so abhorred.   

If political and regulatory leaders speak about the building of new plants as if  
it is something to be strenuously resisted,  

as if new plants are obnoxious to the public good,  
is it surprising the media and public comes to believe baseload is passé?   

And is it surprising that utilities and energy companies respond rationally,  
giving up filing baseload proposals in that state? 

 
One wouldn’t know, after observing this peculiar attitude as it is manifest  

in regulatory proceedings and planning processes in many states  
that the baseload fleet generates some 80% of all the electricity that powers the country.  

Nuclear, coal and natural gas combined cycle plants are extraordinarily efficient and 
dependable, superior to every other electricity resource in service or imagined.   

One need only look at the rapidly developing economies of China and India that are 
investing enormous sums of capital to duplicate the reliance of the developed economies 

on baseload fleets, relative to the role of other supply and demand-side resources.” 
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